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Abstract: Technology takes apart of our daily life, it also became a confidant of our privacysuch as thesurveillance
camera which is available everywhere andits presence has prevented many cases of robberies and crimes.
Despite the wide spread of IP camera, a serious drawback is present in it, where there is the probability of being
hacked and therefore there will always be the fear of being under threat.
In this paper, the IP camera traffic will be monitored to detect if there is any attack that stopped the camera
from work, we proposean algorithm that splits the IP camera traffic into a set of streams, then calculates the time
difference and its mean for each stream to determine whether the camera is attacked or not.
After calculating the standard deviation which affects positively on reducing the false alarm, the results
showed high accuracy which reflects higher level in security and more confidence inIP camera performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of technology led to giving every device its own IP address to connect to the internet no
matter what the type is. The trend in surveillance cameras is using the IP camera, however there isalways the fear of
being under threat. Most of the users that need surveillance camerasprefer Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras to
IP cameras, despite the many advanced features of IP cameras because of the security and privacy issues [1],[2],[4].
Actually, IP camera has security issues as other devices which connect to the Internet [1],[2],[3].
The attacks on household IP camera are classified as non-critical facilities and the level of attacks accord many
studies and analysis results are differ among high level and medium level.
Many studies have stressed the need to ensure surveillance IP camera and other house devices of security
attacks, which are subjected to intensive existence of strong threat to the privacy and security of users. These studies
determined that IP cameras, like other devices that are connected to Wi-Fi, are vulnerable to hacking, blocking, and
spying, which disrupts their work or reflects their function [3].
Therefore, the aim is to monitor camera traffic and detect if there is any attack that stopped the IP camera from
work. We designed an algorithm that will help investigators to find any missing in the camera data traffic.
This paper is organized into five sections; first section was the introduction, second section is about related
works presenting many researches that are concerned about privacy and security issues for surveillance camera and
monitoring data traffic, third section is an overview of IP camera and its characteristic, fourth section shows our case
study, and finally, the fifth section where there is the present conclusions and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
There are recent works which have focused on monitoring network traffic and surveillance camera
investigation, some of these works study the possible attack and some others study traffic behavior network traffic [2],
[3], [5],[15].
In [5] Sivanathan et al. monitored a set of traffic devices connected to a specific network for a period of
continuous months in real time and used machine learning to categorize and diagnose the types of these devices. This
proposed system showed very high results in accuracy as well as being the first leading system to categorize and
diagnose devices with this mechanism. See Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The model of categorized in [5]
Alshalawi et al. in [2] suggested a tool to investigate unauthorized access to wireless camera. They designed two
algorithms to identify the duration time of camera traffic and legal IP addresses that is authorized to communicate with
wireless camera. See Figure 2.

Figure 2: Investigation tool of work [2]
Another proposal [6] designed an UPnp-based Surveillance Camera System (USCS) which provided the authority
of managing local network and its traffic by using UPnp technology beside allowing remote access for their system by
using Open Service Gateway initiative (OSGi). USCS ensured safety and security for household usage.
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The work in [7] built a system that mainly focuses on monitoring the internet protocol traffic between local area
network and Internet. Their system presented to detect unauthorized IP addresses that are in the network range. The
proposed system had ten modules to make user interaction with the system easier. As a result, this system was
successfully built to detect and block the unauthorized access in the network.
Shanklin et al. in [8] designed a system which monitors the incoming and outgoing data traffic for many ports in
the network. The system denied unauthorized data that goes through the ports.
A rules table determined the allowed data packets that can passed from or to the ports. The system keeps
dynamically updating the rules table to specify future illegal access for data packets.
Ji et al. in [9] studied the new idea of attackers that can discover if the users are inside the house or not. Their
work proposed a HomeSpy system that generates user presence by examining the fundamental pattern of wireless camera
movement. To find out if there is a user, HomeSpy dives wireless data traffic around the target home and monitors if
there are wireless cameras with LSTM,then HomeSpy applies an algorithm which depends on cumulative sum control
chart to find out if there is a user inside the house.
Security model in [10] is to use three different levels of access to detect any suspicious behavior which is
classified into two types: classified attack and unclassified attack. Their model aimed to secure data warehouse from
illegal access.
AbdAllah et al. [11] designed an access control of elliptic curve for ICN architectures. They did some analysis in
various attacks such as: man in the middle attack and privacy breach. As a conclusion of their research, the proposed
design prevented illegal access to ICN contents.
In this method [12] Tran et al. suggested a method that controls the access on a hotspot of smart phone. This
method detects illegal access of any device communicated to that hotspot of the smart phone by the analysis of illegal
access of data signatures. The method includes controlling the illegal data movements and redirecting the user of smart
phone to a restricted gateway to support the allowed connection plan.
Masoud et al. in [13] studied the consequences of anomalous violations in wireless networksand proposed an
algorithm that detects user behavior which is Hybrid Network Intrusion Detection. Their approach is based on two
algorithms: genetic algorithms and estimation maximization.
III. OVERVIEW OF IP CAMERA
Surveillance camera has several types and purposes. The most common systems are IP camera and CCTV camera
and until now both are used. Actually, a lot of people still don’t trust IP camera system despite the fact that it has better
characteristics, which exceeds CCTV cameras.
A Comparison of characteristics between analog and IP cameras during video surveillance system performance is
shown in table 1. [1]
Most of people believe that CCTV cameras are more secure, in contrast than the IP camera which sometime
maybe under threat and used by attacker as a spy!
With the technological revolution in the world, the trend of IP cameras has become the dominant because of its
sophisticated characteristics, which digitize the video signals inside the camera itself, unlike the older types of cameras
[2], [4].
Table 1: Comparison of characteristics between analog and IP cameras

Table 2 shows the specification of the used IP camera. [11]
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Table 2: Specification of the IP camera

IV. CASE STUDY
IP camera runs all the time and it is supposed to send traffic so that any missing of this traffic means that there is
an attack. We pave the process of detecting any attack that aims to disable IP camera, we help the investigators by
studying IP camera traffic behavior and provide an algorithm that facilitates this type of attack detection. See Figure 3
4.1 Algorithm
Our algorithm studies the deliver time of camera traffic, and it is called Deliver Time Calculating (DTC). DTC
deals with camera log-file and reads the set of camera traffic. We split camera traffic to set of streams, each stream has
different transmit time,shown in Figure 3. DTC calculates the time difference between the streams of traffic. After that
DTC computes the mean and the standard deviation. Then DTC generates the base time and afterwards it does the
comparison. If the result of difference time is greater than the base time we obtain an attack otherwise it is secured. See
Figure 4 the DTC algorithm.

Figure 3: Three IP camera stream of traffic
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Figure 4: DTC algorithm flow chart
4.2 Calculating The Base Time
We have captured a set of camera traffic = 1000 transaction process and as we mentionedbefore, camera
generates traffic all the time.
Figure 5 shows a set of stream difference from our case study.
The mean =

Σ𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑠

The standard deviation =

≈ 19

∑(𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 )2
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚

≈ 17

Our casebase time = the mean + the standard deviation = 36

Figure 5: Set of stream from case study log file
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4.3 Result
We measure DTC performance by precision and accuracy and we use confusion matrix elements true positive
(TP) rate, false positive (FP) rate, true negative (TN) and false negative (FN).
TP indicates that the comparison result is labeled correctly
FP indicates that the comparison result is labeled incorrectly
TN indicates that the comparison result does not show the attack case when the base time is smaller than
comparison result.
FN indicates that the result of comparison shows no alarm.
Table 3 has TP, TN, FP and FN rates values.
The mean of difference time could be used as a measure to check the deliver time of traffic,represented in figure 6.
The standard deviation had been calculated and it was noticed that high accuracy was achieved and false alarm
is reduced, as illustrated in figure 7 & 8.
Table 3: The values of TP, FP, TN and FN rates
Difference Time
Result Comparison with Base Time TP FP
7.080137000
0.001237000
40.544725000
19.453932000
5.119764000
43.627851000
13.004484000
2.278766000
39.525021000
38.805605000
60.008227000
𝑇𝑃

< 36
< 36
> 36
< 36
< 36
> 36
< 36
< 36
> 36
> 36
> 36

Secure
Secure
Attack
Secure
Secure
Attack
Secure
Secure
Attack
Attack
Attack

1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1

TN

FN

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

995

Precision = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃 = 995+5 = 0.995
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

Accuracy = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁 =

995+0
995+5+0+0

= 0.995

Figure 6: The mean representation

Figure 7: The standard deviation representation
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Figure 8: Coverage data including mean, the standard deviation and false alarm representation
We obtain a high score in precision and accuracy which reflects the high performance for DTC.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Improvements have been done into the algorithm of CTTC to minimize the false alarm and raise the security
level as possible. Current algorithm supports the privacy and security more than the previous for IP camera which is
easily run and easier in work. In the future, we can add immune system that can create a profile for each IP camera on the
system to becompatible with more than one set of IP camera work in local network or remote network.
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